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Tree-level flavor-changing neutral currents in theB system: From CP asymmetries to rare decays
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Tree-level flavor-changing neutral currents~FCNC! are characteristic of models with extra vectorlike quarks.
These new couplings can strongly modify theB0 CP asymmetries without conflicting with low-energy con-
straints. In the light of lowCP asymmetry inB→J/c KS , we discuss the implications of these contributions.
We find that even these low values can be easily accommodated in these models. Furthermore, we show that

the new data fromB factories tend to favor anO(20) enhancement of theb→dl l̄ transition over the SM
expectation.
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The achievements of the standard model~SM! in the man-
ner of Cabibbo, Kobayashi, and Maskawa~CKM! are really
impressive, even in the flavor andCP violation sectors. It is
worth remembering that, within the standard model, it is p
sible to ‘‘detect’’ CP violation using purelyCP-conserving
observables@1,2#. This has been achieved through the co
bination of Ru5uVub* Vudu/uVcb* Vcdu, uVcb* Vcdu and DmBd

.

Furthermore, thisCP violation is compatible with«K , the
measurement of the indirectCP violation in the kaon sys-
tem. In fact, taking into account the hadronic uncertainties
is hard ~today! to say that there is real trouble in the kao
sector of the SM, even after the inclusion of«8/« and rare
kaon decays. The situation is slowly changing with the n
data in theB sector, after the Babar and Belle Collaboratio
have started to give results on theB→J/c KS asymmetry
aJ/c . The reported values to date areaJ/c50.3460.20
60.05 ~Babar @3#!, aJ/c50.5820.3420.19

10.3210.09 ~Belle @4#! and
aJ/c50.7920.44

10.41 @Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! @5##;
they correspond to an average value ofaJ/c50.5160.18. On
the other hand, the SM prediction is

aJ/c5sin~2b!, b5argS 2
Vcb* Vcd

Vtb* Vtd
D , ~1!

corresponding to 0.59<sin(2b)<0.82, which is certainly
outside the 1s Babar range but not outside the world ave
age. This potential discrepancy is at the origin of seve
papers@6# studying the implications of a smallaJ/c in the
search of new physics.

In this paper, we analyze the implications of this situati
for a realistic model, obtained with the only addition of a
isosinglet down vector-like quark@7# to the SM spectrum.
This model naturally arises, for instance, as the low-ene
limit of an E6 grand unified theory. At a more phenomen
logical level, models with isosinglet quarks provide the si
plest self-consistent framework to study deviations of 333
unitarity of the CKM matrix as well asflavor-changing neu-
tral currents (FCNC) at the tree level. In the rest of the
paper, we update the strong low-energy constraints on
tree-level FCNC couplings, we show that a lowCP asym-
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metry in B→J/c KS can be easily accommodated with
the model, and we point out other observables, correla
with a low CP asymmetry, which clearly deviate from the
SM values.

The model we discuss has been thoroughly describe
Ref. @7#. The presence of an additional down quark implie
434 matrix, Via ( i 5u,c,t,4, a5d,s,b,b8), diagonalizing
the down quark mass matrix. For our purpose, the relev
information for the low-energy physics is encoded in th
extended mixing matrix. The charged currents are unchan
except thatVCKM is now the 334 upper submatrix ofV.
However, the distinctive feature of this model is that FCN
enter the neutral current Lagrangian of the left-handed do
quarks:

LZ5
g

2 cosuW
@ ūLig

muLi2d̄LaUabgmdLb

22 sin2uWJem
m #Zm ,

Uab5 (
i 5u,c,t

Va i
† Vib5dab2V4a* V4b , ~2!

where Uds , Ubs or Ubd52V4b* V4dÞ0 would signal new
physics and the presence of FCNC at tree level. In orde
fully include all the correlations in the analysis below, w
use the following parametrization@1# for the mixing matrix
V:

V5R34~u34,0!R24~u24,f3!R14~u14,f2!VCKM
SM , ~3!

where VCKM
SM (u12,u13,u23,f1) is 434 block diagonal ma-

trix composed of the standard CKM@8,9# and a 131 identity
in the ~4,4! element, andRi j (u i j ,fk) is a complex rotation
between thei and j ‘‘families.’’ Note that, in the limit of
small new angles, we follow the usual phase convention

Charged-current tree-level decays are not affected by
physics at leading order; we therefore use the Particle D
Group ~PDG! constraints@9# for uVudu, uVusu, uVcdu, uVcsu,
uVcbu and uVubu/uVcbu. Another constraint@10,11,7# comes
from theSU(2)L coupling of theZ0 to bb̄. In the SM, this
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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coupling is (VCKM
†

•VCKM)bb51, but in this model it is
modified to Ubb512uV4bu2; hence, we have@11# uV4bu
<0.095. This bound is indeed very important, because fr
unitarity it sets the maximum value for any off-diagonal e
ement in the fourth row and column ofV.

The next set of constraints involves FCNC proces
where new physics tree-level diagrams compete with
Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani-~GIM-!suppressed one-loop SM
diagrams. Let us start with the kaon sector. Here we h
Br(KL→mm̄)SD and «8/«, that are, as shown in Ref.@12#,
the relevant constraints to restrictUds . For Br(KL

→mm̄)SD we have used the equations and bounds of R
@12#, which agree with the long distance contribution in@13#,

Br~KL→mm̄!SD56.3231023@CU2ZRe~Usd!26.5431025

1Y0~xt!Re~l t
sd!#2<2.831029, ~4!

where CU2Z52(A2GFMW
2 /p2)21.292.7, l i

ab5Via* Vib

and Y0 is the Inami-Lim function@14# defined in@15#. The
calculation of«8/« is more unsettled, so we have used t
equations of Ref.@12#, but with two different hadronic inputs
in the parameterB6

(1/2) :

«8

«
5bUCU2ZIm~Usd!1b tIm~l t

sd!

bU5@1.22Rsr ZB8
(3/2)#

b t5bU•C022.31Rs@1.1r ZB6
(1/2)1~1.010.12r Z!B8

(3/2)#.
~5!

The first analysis usesB6
(1/2)5160.2 as in Refs.@12,16#, and

this tends to favor the presence of new physics inUds . The
second one usesB6

(1/2)51.360.5 in order to incorporate the
predictions of Refs.@17,18#, where inclusion of the correc
tion from final-state interactions tends to favor the SM ran
Other parameters are taken as in@12#. Once these two
bounds are imposed, the theoretically cleaner bound f
K1→p1nn̄ is not relevant@12,19#. For «K , the leading-
order expression is@20#

«K5
eip/4GFBKFK

2 mK

6DmK
ImH 2~Usd!

2

1
a

4p sin2uW
F8(

i 5c

t

Y0~xi !l i
sdUsd

2 (
i , j 5c

t

S0~xi ,xj !l i
sdl j

sdG J ~6!

whereS0 is another Inami-Lim function@15#. The QCD cor-
rections are incorporated as in@12#. Contrary to Ref.@12#,
the coefficientY0(x) of the linear term inUds is character-
istic of the present model, therefore the irrelevance of«K to
constraintUds is not fully guaranteed. On average, once«K
is irrelevant to constrainUds , the contribution to«K is very
similar to the SM one. Therefore, it is natural to expect so
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impact on the unitarity triangle fit, i.e. in the SM
CP-violating phasef1. More precisely, in the SM the con
straint from«K selects only positive values ofh and hence
constrainsb to be in the range 0<b<p/2. In this model, the
new contributions modify slightly this picture, but they st
fix a minimal value ofb. This constraint is new with respec
to the analysis presented in@21#.

In theB sector, the relevant constraints come fromDMBd
,

DMBs
andB→Xl1l 2. For DMBj

we have@20#

DMBj
5

GF
2MW

2 hBj
BBj

f Bj

2 mBj

6p2
S0~xt!ul t

b j2Db ju

Db j5123.3
Ub j

l t
b j

1165S Ub j

l t
b j D 2

, ~7!

where the new parameters are defined in Ref.@15#, and the
experimental values areDMBd

5(0.47260.017)31012 s21

and DMBs
.10.631012 s21. From the upper bound onB

→Xsl
1l 2 @22# we have@15,23#

uY0~xt!l t
bs1CU2ZUbsu,0.15. ~8!

Note that the SM prediction is much below the actual expe
mental bound; therefore, in order to constrainUbs it is
enough to include the leading SM contribution@the one with
Y0(xt)], the leading new physics one, and their interferen
Other subleading pieces@15# have been neglected in Eq.~8!.
For completeness, we recall that the bounduUbdu,1.6
31023 is obtained fromB→Xdl 1l 2, neglecting the SM
contribution. Nevertheless, this bound is not relevant o
the constraint fromDMBd

is included.
To find the allowed region in the 9-dimensional parame

space of the matrixV, we impose the 95% C.L. experiment
constraints and we treat hadronic uncertainties as inde
dent theoretical errors at 1s. The important quantities to
signal new physics in these models are the FCNC coupli
Uds , Ubd andUbs . In a first analysis we leave aside theaJ/c
constraint.

Taking B6
(1/2)51.360.5 ~the case where the SM calcula

tion includes the experimental result of«8/«), we get an
approximate rectangular region in the planeUds : 23
31026&Re(Uds)&431026 and 21.731026&Im(Uds)
&5.531026. These bounds turn to be a factor 2 better th
the bounds usually quoted in the literature, because of
inclusion of all the different correlations by using a comple
parametrization forV. For such small values ofUds , the«K
expression is similar to the SM one, and hence a bound
g.f1, the SMCP-violating phase, is also obtained. In o
der to fulfill the «K constraint, we get 0.6&f1&3. More-
over, with the help of the unitarity quadrangle@24#, including
the general bound onUbd , we get also20.06&b&0.6, a
bigger range than in the SM model but in any case ess
tially positive @21#. Notice that for lowUbd , the correlation
betweenb and f1 is similar to the usual one in the SM
analysis of the unitarity triangle. In Fig. 1, we present
complete scatter plot forUbd andUbs varying all the angles
7-2
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and phases in their allowed ranges and imposing all the c
straints discussed above. As we can see in theUbd plot, we
obtain uUbdu<1.231023, which is controlled by theDMBd

upper bound@24,25#. To set a reference scale, we include
the figure the circle corresponding to theB→Xdl 1l 2 bound
which, noticeably, is only a factorA2 above the final uppe
bound. In theUbs plane, the lower bound onDMBs

does not

fix an upper value foruUbsu, and this is controlled by the
curve from Eq.~8!, i.e. B→Xsl

1l 2 is the relevant bound
which roughly fixesuUbsu<231023.

If we useB6
(1/2)5160.2 to perform the analysis, no re

FIG. 1. Scatter plot of the allowedUbd and Ubs with all the
constraints described in the text, but noB0 CP asymmetry require-
ment.
01500
n-evant changes appear in Fig. 1, that is, at this level
bounds onUbs and Ubd are not modified. Of course, th
rectangle in theUds plane changes its imaginary region
1.931027&Im(Uds)&6.231026, indicating the need of
new physics for«8/«.

In this model, theB0→J/cKs CP asymmetry,aJ/c , is
given by

aJ/c5sin~2b2argDbd!. ~9!

In order to illustrate the effects of a lowaJ/c value, we have
incorporated to the previous analysis the Babar range 0

FIG. 2. The same plot as before with the additional requirem
on the aJ/c CP asymmetry to reproduce the Babar value,aJ/c

50.3460.20.
7-3
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&aJ/c&0.54. Figure 2 shows the corresponding scatter p
for theUbd andUbs planes. It is important to emphasize th
these plots are directly obtained from Fig. 1, with the on
additional requirement of the Babar asymmetry, that is, th
points are only a subset of the allowed region in Fig.
Therefore, we can see here the very strong impact of
asymmetry both in theUbd and Ubs couplings@21#. From
Fig. 2 we see that, in theUbd plane, the great majority of the
allowed points are in the range 231024&uUbdu&1.2
31023, i.e. a large, non-vanishingUbd coupling is required
to reproduce the Babar asymmetry. In particular, this me
that, within this model, a lowCP asymmetry implies the
presence of new physics in theB system, independently o
the existence of non-vanishing contributions to theK system
(UsdÞ0). Concerning this, we must remember that, in pr
ciple, a lowCP asymmetry could also be due to a large n
contribution in kaon physics with a negligible contribution
theB system@6# ~see, in particular, the last two references
@6# for an example of this!. However, as we have seen, in th
model, the«K constraint does not depart largely from the S
situation, and so, only a largeUbd coupling can produce the
required effect. Indeed, models with additional vector-li
quarks constitute the simplest extensions of the SM wh
modify strongly theB0 CP asymmetries through a new con
tribution in theB system.

On the other hand, we see that, for these points, the c
pling Ubs is always restricted to the rangeuUbsu&231024;
hence all the allowed points have simultaneously highuUbdu
and low uUbsu. Indeed, it is easy to obtain, from Eq.~2!, the
relationUbdUbs* 52UsduV4bu2. The region in theUds plane
does not change with the inclusion of theaJ/c constraint, and
then we still have,uUsdu&631026 and uV4bu2&0.009. Tak-
ing into account that a lowaJ/c requiresuUbdu>231024,
this clearly implies an absolute upper bound,uUbsu&3
31024, that turns to be&1024 when all the correlations ar
included. Therefore, for this set of points, we cannot expe
new-physics contribution in theb→s transition. It is impor-
tant to emphasize, once more, that these results are inde
dent of the existence of sizeable effects in the kaon sys
and, in particular of the chosen value forB6

(1/2) .
At this point, it is very interesting to examine the pr

dicted branching ratios of the decaysB→Xd,sl l̄ for this set
of points. From Fig. 2, where we have included the cir
corresponding to the experimental bounds in these decay
is clear that we can also expect a very large contribution
,
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B→Xdl l̄ . In this case, the branching ratios for theXd decays
are strongly enhanced from the SM prediction, reaching v
ues of 1.031026<BR(B→Xdl 1l 2)<1.831025 and 6.0

31025<BR(B→Xdnn̄)<1.031024. While, on the other
hand, the low values ofUbs imply that theXs decays remain
roughly at the SM value.

In Fig. 2, we also find a few points (.0.1% of the points!
which have simultaneouslyuUbsu*131023 and uUbdu&3
31025. This second class of points is only possible in t
vicinity of the SM and they disappear if the value of th
asymmetry is reduced toaJ/c&0.52. Still, it is important to
emphasize that these points also require the presence of
physics inB decays. In fact, although there is no sizeab

departure from the SM expectations inB→Xdl l̄ , theXs de-
cays are now close to the experimental upper range. Nam
we obtain, for the point to the right of Fig. 2, with
Re(Ubs).131024, BR(B→Xsl

1l 2).2.731025 to be
compared with the experimental upper bounds of BRB
→Xsl

1l 2)<4.231025. However, this possibility is mar-
ginal in the 1s Babar range, and we do not discuss it a
further here.

If the analysis is made with the world average, theUbs

scatter plot is very similar to the one of Fig. 1. TheUbd plot
changes significantly from Fig. 1. The outer regions in t
second and fourth quadrants are reduced and the centra
gion corresponding to the SM remains filled; this situati
represents an improved version of the analysis presente
Ref. @21#.

We have to conclude that, in the context of models w
vector-like singlet quarks, a low value ofaJ/c&0.5 implies
the presence of FCNC in theb→d transition and its absenc
in b→s transitions. This is completely independent of t
presence or absence of sizeable new-physics contribution
the kaon system. More importantly, an additional and cle
signature of this scenario would be a rather high value for
branching ratios of the tree-level dominated rare decaysB

→Xdl 1l 2 and B→Xdnn̄, with enhancement factorsO(20)
over the SM expectations.
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